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Facilities and Equipment 

9.1. Limited use of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION 

INC. facilities by outside organizations 

9.1.1. The board recognizes the need by the community for adequate spaces for meetings and 

programs of various groups and organizations, and the responsibility of MANITOBA 

NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. as a good corporate citizen to help meet this 

need. Therefore, it is the policy of the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

board to allow limited use of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. facilities 

by community organizations and groups. 

Adopted: <date>    

9.2. Conflict of usage 

9.2.1. Individuals, groups or organizations may be given permission to use MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. meeting rooms for indefinite or extended periods of time 

or on a regular schedule, such as a specific date or dates in each week or month. This will 

be reviewed annually. The executive director may grant such permission. 

9.2.2. Requests for use of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. facilities for other 

than MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. business will not be granted until 

it is clear that such use will in no way hinder the full use by MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. A calendar of approved requests will be maintained to 

avoid scheduling conflicts. 

Adopted: <date>    
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9.3. Accountability for proper and safe usage 

9.3.1. Requests must be made in writing by one person, representing a group or organization, 

which will be obligated to MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. for the 

safe and proper use of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. facilities. 

9.3.2. Individuals belonging to a group whose request is approved will be required to comply 

with the security procedures, which are established by MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. when using MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

facilities. 

9.3.3. A record will be maintained of each request received showing the name of the 

individual, group or organization requesting use of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. facilities, the date and hours of use. 

Adopted: <date>    

9.4. Eligibility of users 

9.4.1. The board, through the provisions of this policy, authorizes the use of MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. facilities as outlined below: 

9.4.1.1. Individuals may request the use of facilities for and on behalf of a group or 

organization, but may not use any facilities for private use. 

9.4.1.2. MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. facilities will not be used by 

persons, groups or organizations for purely commercial or social purposes, political 

party activities or any private or public activity that will be considered 

controversial in the judgment of the executive director. 

Adopted: <date>    
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9.5. Equipment 

9.5.1. All items purchased belong to MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. and 

are to be used for MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. needs.  When 

practical, some items may be loaned or used by employees outside normal work hours, 

provided that: 

9.5.1.1. There is insurance covering the “non-deductible” value of the items. 

9.5.1.2. It is not used for an economic gain for the person borrowing. 

9.5.1.3. Does not cost MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. additional 

expense. 

9.5.1.4. Being unavailable does not prevent MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. from using the equipment for the reason purchased. 

9.5.1.5. Prior permission must be granted by the department supervisor before any 

equipment is borrowed from MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

Adopted: <date>    

9.6. Accessibility of facilities 

9.6.1. It is the policy of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. board that all 

facilities will be physically accessible. 

Adopted: <date>    
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9.7. Gifts acceptance 

9.7.1. The MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. board encourages gifts of 

materials, equipment, money or gifts in kind. However, the board also recognizes that all 

gifts may not be acceptable to MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

needs or principles, and may involve expenses beyond the value of the gift. 

9.7.2. Therefore, before acceptance, all gifts must be approved by the executive director as 

appropriate for MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. needs and within the 

boundaries of the established mission and philosophy of this organization. If there is 

question about the appropriateness of the gift, the executive director will bring the issue 

to the board for resolution. 

9.7.3. The MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. board encourages those who 

give gifts to the organization to allow the most appropriate use of the gift to be 

determined by the board, executive director and staff who will give serious consideration 

to the wishes of the donor. However, final decision of how a gift will be used always 

remains with the board, executive and staff of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. If the donor cannot accept this regulation, the gift will not be 

accepted by MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

9.7.4. MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. will provide acknowledgement of 

receipt of all gifts accepted by the organization, but MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. will not be responsible for appraisal of the value of a gift for income 

tax or other purposes. 

Adopted: <date>    

9.8. Use of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

name or logo 

9.8.1. The name and logo of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. shall not be 

used by any person or organization in any way which indicates, tends to indicate, or 

implies MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. endorsement of any product, 

service, program, company organization, event or person, endorsement of which has not 

been authorized by the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. board of 

directors. 

Adopted: <date>    
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9.9. Member Services Endorsement 

9.9.1. The mission of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. is to help members 

grow successful businesses. Portions of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION 

INC.’s efforts are aimed at helping lessen the burden of business expenses for its members 

and for the association to act as a buffer between the provider and the member. In this 

regard, MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. hereby establishes a 

program for endorsing products and services of importance and value to members (the 

“Endorsement Program”). The MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

Endorsement Program will assist members in making business decisions, enhance the 

image and cooperation of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. and its 

members, and create a non-dues revenue stream that will help keep membership dues 

low and service levels high. 

9.9.2. As a general rule, MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. endorsed products 

and services must conform to the following criteria: 

9.9.2.1. The company must demonstrate its ability to follow through with its commitment 

for one year. This would mean advertising, exhibiting at the MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. Conference, joining as a member, and whatever 

else is necessary to show that the company is committed to the industry for the 

long-term. After the one-year period has lapsed, the company can approach the 

Board of Directors for endorsement. 

9.9.2.2. The product or service must be related to the business needs of substantial 

numbers of members. They must add value to the services provided by the 

member organization, reduce their capital or operating costs, or improve 

operating efficiency. 

9.9.2.3. The product or service must provide excellent overall value to members. Excellent 

overall value may be in the form of product or service quality, price discounts, 

preferred terms or other benefits. A product or service that does not provide 

excellent overall value will not be endorsed. As such, during the year of 

demonstrating its ability to follow through with its commitment, we assume that 

potential provider would have secured a number of MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. members as customers as proof that the service is 

one that more of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC.’s members 

would find beneficial. 
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9.9.2.4. Specific products and/or services will be endorsed by the association and in doing 

so, a specific vendor for the product or services may or may not be endorsed. 

Although vendors may represent a variety of products and/or services, they may 

only be endorsed for a single, specific product and /or service. Prior to 

endorsement, members may have business relationships with the “now” endorsed 

vendor. That relationship remains outside of the endorsement policy and 

continues as a business relationship between that member and their vendor. 

9.9.2.5. MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. endorsed products or services 

may be licensed to use the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. 

logo, or an MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. logo specifically 

designed or approved by MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. for 

such purposes, in accordance with usage guidelines as set forth and modified 

from time to time by the Board of Directors. 

9.9.3. MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. shall receive revenue in the form of 

administrative fee or support for promotional efforts needed such as advertising, trade 

show booth, program sponsorship, etc. from the sponsored entities, which shall be 

sufficiently reasonable as to not adversely affect prices paid by members purchasing 

those goods or services. Under no circumstance will administrative fees or support of 

promotion be added to or increase member prices. 

9.9.4. Member complaints concerning endorsed products or services shall be addressed fully by 

the sponsored entity. In the event that a member is not satisfied with the goods or 

services, the member may submit the complaint to the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. Executive Director for review. MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. will review the complaint and, working with the sponsored entity, 

attempt to resolve it to the member’s reasonable satisfaction. Should MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. determine that the sponsored entity has failed or refuses 

to address the matter reasonably, the Board of Directors (or the executive director 

unilaterally in extraordinary cases) may terminate the endorsement agreement as 

permitted by the terms of that agreement. 

9.9.5. Endorsement program activities will not be allowed to result in decreased staff attention 

to MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC.’s mission and to excellent 

customer service unless specifically directed by the Board of Directors. 

9.9.6. Endorsement occurs only with the specific written approval of the Board of Directors, 

which may be granted or denied for any lawful reason or no reason, in its sole discretion. 
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9.9.7. The MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. staff reviews all endorsements on 

an ongoing basis and the results of this review are reported to the Board of Directors. The 

review will include an overview of activity and participation by the members of 

MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. and the vendor’s adherence to the 

Association’s endorsement policy. 

Adopted: <date>    

9.10. Purchase and sale of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. property and equipment 

9.10.1. No property, equipment or services may be purchased for MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. by board members, management, staff or any of their 

relatives, for more than fair market value. 

9.10.2. No property or equipment belonging to MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION 

INC. may be sold to MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. board members, 

management, staff or any of their relatives, for less than fair market value. 

9.10.3. Transactions involving the purchase or sale of property, equipment, or services from or to 

between MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. board members, 

management, staff or any of their relatives will follow these rules: 

9.10.4. The transaction must be disclosed to and approved by the MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. board. 

9.10.5. The transaction must be in the best interest of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. 

Adopted: <date>    
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9.11. Anticipated disaster planning 

9.11.1. Some disasters can be anticipated, such as tornadoes, hurricanes and floods. When 

warning is given about a potential pending disaster, some precautionary measures should 

be taken. The first and most important measure is always the safety of personnel, but 

when that is assured, the following measures should be considered: 

 alert the Disaster Management Team. 

 monitor radio or television for news about the pending disaster. 

 shut off master electrical switches. 

 turn off gas. 

 back-up computer files and remove as much as possible to a safe location. 

 move valuables to the safest location in the building. 

 cover valuable materials that cannot be moved. 

 secure loose objects and move them away from windows or glassed-in areas. 

 tape windows to reduce danger of flying glass. 

 check supplies stored for emergencies. 

 close the doors to all rooms. 

Adopted: <date>    
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9.12. Disaster recovery plan 

9.12.1. Annually the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. executive director will 

require an assessment of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. buildings 

and environment to determine: 

9.12.1.1. what could cause a disaster. 

9.12.1.2. what could make a disaster worse. 

9.12.1.3. what can be done to protect from disasters, or lessen damage from disasters. 

9.12.1.4. what can be done to make recovery faster if a disaster occurs. 

9.12.2. This annual assessment will result in updating the written disaster plan, and educating staff 

about disaster prevention and recovery. 

9.12.3. The program outlined below is designed to ensure, if at all possible, continuation of 

business at MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. following a disaster in 

which the premises of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. are wholly or 

partially destroyed or cannot be occupied. This plan is intended to ensure safety of 

employees and the public, preservation of records, and the security of the organization’s 

assets. 

9.12.4. Disaster Management Team—To administer this plan, the following individuals will be 

designated as the Disaster Management Team for MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC.: 

9.12.4.1. President of the board of directors 

9.12.4.2. Executive director 

9.12.5. The Disaster Management Team will meet as a group immediately upon notification of, or 

knowledge of a disaster directly affecting the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. premises. It will be the responsibility of the first team member notified to 

notify the other members of the team. 

9.12.6. Members of the Disaster Management Team will have a copy of this plan at their 

residence. A copy of this plan will be on file at the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. administrative office and on the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE 

ASSOCIATION INC. web site. 

9.12.7. Safety of public and personnel 
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9.12.7.1. The first order of business of the Disaster Management Team is the safety of 

MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. personnel and the public. The 

Disaster Management Team will: 

 locate all staff and determine that they are safe, uninjured, and their families have 

been notified. A list of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. staff 

members and their contact information will be attached to this plan and updated at 

least annually. 

 ensure that the office environment is completely safe and secure before anyone is 

allowed to reenter the facilities. 

9.12.7.2. Protection of assets and records 

 The second order of business for the Disaster Management Team will be to secure the 

assets and records of MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. The team 

will assess the security of the facility and determine the necessity of moving records 

and assets to another secure location. If the facility is not secure, the Team will 

arrange for transportation of assets and records. 

9.12.8. Secure storage facilities available: 

9.12.8.1. The Disaster Management Team should institute security measures to take the 

place of any automatic security systems that may have been destroyed or 

disarmed 

 Location of essential information 

 Location of computer backup files: 

 Client records:    

 Other databases:    

 Financial/accounting information:    

 Location of current inventory of office furniture/equipment: 

 Location of safety deposit information and keys: 

 Location of architectural blueprints and floor plans of all facilities: 
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9.12.9. Continuity of business 

9.12.9.1. Should the MANITOBA NURSERY LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. offices become 

too damaged to occupy as the result of a disaster, the following action must be 

taken as soon as possible: 

 systems for purchasing necessary equipment and supplies and paying for services 

 temporary business locations to be established minimum square footage needed:    

 acquisition of necessary office equipment and furniture 

 computers     

 telephones     

 fax     

 internet access    

 files   

 preparation of a news release that defines how/where MANITOBA NURSERY 

LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION INC. will continue to do business 

Adopted: <date>     

 


